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TĪR-DAGĀN − TIR(I)GAN60
Tı̄r-Dagān (Tēr-Dagān).Viceroy of Mari*
from the Šakkanakku* period. His name
appears in the next to last position in a šak-
kanakku list publ. by Durand (G985, G55,
fig. 2), and on two seal impressions (RIME
4.6.5), one (ME G96) from a clay door sea-
ling and the other (ME 64) from a clay
lump (possibly also door sealing). In ME
64 (but most probably also ME G96), T. is
said to be son of Itūr-[...] (Kupper G97G,
GG3f.). Chronological reconstructions for
the period of his office, in comparison with
that of the other šakkanakkus, are still un-
certain (Durand G985; Marchetti 2008;
Otto 2007, who proposes G826−G8G8; cf.
Šakkanakku* A. tab. G).
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